Plan downtimes with the C-check specialists and upgrade on-board experience
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Optimise your C-check downtime with solutions for an enhanced
passenger experience and expect reliable, on-time delivery.
“Rely on our C-check specialists to manage your aircraft’s
downtime and keep pace with your brisk schedule. Combine
your inspection with value-adding options for enhanced
passenger comfort and your downtime still remains the same.
We include flexible and prompt support and state-of-the-art
engineering expertise in our one-stop shop mix. Like your handy
pocketknife, we are the multi-skilled, multi-tasking partner
supporting you with any solution you choose.”
David Ricklin, General Manager Site Geneva, RUAG Aviation
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Trust us to make the most of your next C-check
Your one single source for all your aircraft needs, we provide you with the edge on profitable
operations. The latest trends in on-board comfort are yours for the asking – and all within the one,
scheduled C-check downtime. Add a multimedia lounge, a home cinema screen, new seats and a
divan to match, OLED and LED lighting effects, and electronically dimmable windows. Boost your
Wi-Fi connectivity and include the best in IFE. Opt to completely restyle your cabin interior, or
replace soft furnishings and floor coverings, and refurbish wood veneers and work surfaces.
Transparent processes, responsive support
Our teams of engineering and maintenance experts operate at full capacity so your aircraft can
too. We emphasise full transparency for every step in your project with clear and regular reporting
for your convenience. Our goal is to manage the specified downtime reliably, while safeguarding
your personal preferences, scheduling demands, and profitability priorities.
Contact us to reserve for your next C-check and for ideas on upgrading the passenger experience
on board your aircraft.
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